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Wellbeing Committee Meeting 
 

Date:  21/02/2017 

Time: 14:00pm-15:15pm 

Secretary: Miriam Amies 

 
Meeting 
attended by: 

Wellbeing Officer Izzy Gurbuz 

Student Parent Martin Jordanov 

Mature Student Matthew Sanderson 

Nightline Rep Lauren Kirby  

Open Place  Elete Nelson-Fearon 

Open Place  Lily Shepherd 

Open Place  Gonzalo Cervera 
 

Absent from 
meeting: 
 

Disabled Students Officer                    Sophie Serunjogi 
Open Place                                             Neha Patel 

 
 
 

 

Sent apologies: Disabled Students Officer                     Rianne Desouza 

Agenda Topic #1: Wellbeing Committee Policy 
Priorities 

Actions/Deadlines: 

 
Blood groups on student cards 
IG updates - We had raised concerns about the 
effectiveness of this at previous meeting. IG discussed 
amongst nursing students who confirmed this wouldn’t be 
necessary in the case of an emergency as O+ blood 
would be used and hospital staff wouldn’t trust a card if 
there was time to do a blood test. 
 
 
Counselling should reflect diverse needs of students 
IG updates - LGBT training will now be happening in June 
More could be done to support BME/Faith students- IG 
informs Sarah Littlejohn (from Counselling Service) will be 
meeting with Dawn Edge (E&D Lead and Psychology 
Lecturer) soon to develop this 
ENF - suggests that there may be some embarrassment 
and awkwardness for students who may wish to request a 
specific background for their counsellor. This could be 
rectified if students were asked the question, “would you 
like a counsellor of a specific demographic?”  
ENF- asks about Atrium role 
IG - explains acts as referral to counselling or SU 
independent services where relevant 

 
 
This policy will lapse March 2017 and so will 
be raised at the next steering committee 
meeting. It is likely to then go back to senate, 
when raised at senate a member of the 
committee will speak against continuing the 
policy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action IG - could we ask the counselling 
service if they could offer students choice of 
counsellor (e.g. BME, LGBT) through a 
question upon arrival?  
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Food on campus 
IG updates - met with Paul Redmond (university head of 
student support) about integrating food more in line with 
wellbeing. Food on campus will take in to consideration 
notable weeks throughout the year e.g. promo-ing or 
doing more for Vegan Week BUT they said that they can’t 
be any cheaper 
GC - asks they should then improve the quality of the 
food because not everything is of a high standard to 
match the prices 
MJ- he had coincidentally met one of the main suppliers 
to uni place’s food at a free food fair on campus, it seems 
that there may be one key company that probably has a 
long term contract with the uni 
IG- food on campus had said they get a lot of requests for 
more halal (currently only chicken is) and more vegi but 
that they won’t be doing anything about this 
IG- is this something we’d like to do a campaign about? 
MJ - could we help students sell food they make to dent 
the university’s profits 
LK - does food on campus not ask for feedback with 
regards to their prices? 
IG - no, no surveys - could we encourage students to 
question this more 
MJ - we could run an education campaign encouraging 
students to think about where their money goes with food, 
and how to cook on a budget 
IG - food on campus have put in a bid to Jamie Oliver’s 
foundation to develop cooking classes in halls 
ENF - we could encourage students to use microwaves 
more as an alternative 
LK & LS - the physics department have a great kitchen 
with microwaves (and regular extra food leftovers from 
their interview days) but they did have problems with it 
being unclean   
MJ - there’s also the question of food waste 
IG - Sorcha Floyd (campaigns officer) has done some 
work around this (potentially Ali G may run a homeless 
food project) and Sorcha is running a sustainability 
campaign 
LS - could uni reduce prices during the day - like 
supermarkets 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action IG - look into if food on campus could 
reduce prices later in the day. If nothing 
further can be done especially on the issue of 
pricing then we will explore either a food 
education project or a campaign on costs.  
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Mini-buses for nursing students 
IG updates -  has met with nursing departmental staff to 
discuss this, a pilot will be launched with Tameside and 
then further survey will be done to make sure it is needed 
by students 
 
Drug education testing kits 
IG updates - doing an awareness week w/c 13th March 
including launch of website advise page, also talks, panel. 
ENF - asks if there will be an LGBTQ health discussion 
group as part of this 
IG - definitely plans to incorporate conversation corner 
style discussions 
GC - will students be shy about attending 
IG - a lot is being done to create an approachable image 
for the week 
IG - with regards to testing kits some issue of finding a 
supplier. Newcastle SU and some samples have come 
from EZ Tests but very profit based company and we 
want cheap single use accessibility to be at the forefront. 
Some issue of quantity when we don’t know how fast 
students will use them. 
LS - could we buy larger and split into smaller tubes? 
IG - this would be quite labour intensive and could make 
the kits less reliable. 
MJ - where do clubs get theirs?  
IG - The Loop   
 
 
Improving mitigating circumstances policy 
IG updates - DASS (disability advisory support services) 
are improving this, IG was able to feed into this: 
strengthening wording for consistency across schools, 
questioning their strictness on needing evidence (e.g. 
consideration here for victims of sexual assault), more to 
support those with mental health circumstances. 
LK - asks about the importance of the doctors note 
IG - GPs with a lot of students dislike that a lot of their 
time is spent giving notes to students, uni to explore 
doing self-certification allowance 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action IG - explore other drug testing kit 
providers and maybe just test the waters with 
offering students those from EZ Tests to 
evaluate student demand 

Agenda Topic #2: Progress with Izzy’s Manifesto  

Most covered above but quick update: 
 
Support to study policy - still in development 
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Counselling waiting times - trial of a scheme where 
students could phone in and book a 30 min appointment 
for the same day. More staff are hopefully being hired to 
support this 
 
Sexual health outreach - SU budgeting now happening 
with plans to invest more in Sexpression, separate to 
making them bid through the campaigns funding 

 
 

Agenda Topic #3:Senate Policies  

Idea 1: ENF - creation of buzzer or way to notify 
security staff when students have an emergency in 
the SU  
ENF - following a visit to SOAS University of London saw 
buzzers in toilets for students in an emergency, this would 
link them to 24 hour security 
LK - raises that in some clubs and bars they have code 
words which you can say at the bar in the event of an 
emergency and they can ring you a taxi 
 
 
 
Idea 2: ENF - printers in SU building 
IG - we’d have to ask uni if we could work out a way that 
we could do this with their system for students’ printer 
credits 
 
Idea 3: MS - cyclist education scheme 
MS - currently lots of cyclists and pedestrians are causing 
accidents along Oxford Road. Many students may not 
have cycled in a city or even the UK before and education 
on road safety particularly with the new cycle lanes is 
important. We could ask some PCSOs or the council for 
support on this. 
IG - the university will also be keen to support this 
LS - could we implement a bike traffic light outside the SU 
building 
MJ - Cambridge have a lot of cyclists around their 
campus and might be worth talking to 

 
 
 
 
 
Action IG - explore what we could do to 
support students who may need emergency 
aid in our bar, will then work with ENF to 
develop an idea and circulate around 
committee 
 
 
 
Action IG - explore feasibility of this 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action IG - draft a policy and run it past MS 
and committee 

 

 


